
“The goal is to turn data into “usable” information and information into 
“actionable” insight.

Business PROBLEM?
Our partner client was facing a dip in ROR on their 1000+ DPD credit cards portfolio.

50% Portfolio marked as skip Skip data Not Usable0.2% ROR on credit card portfolio

Why Ethera ?

Current vendors supply the banks with the data from multiple sources, but 
do not guarantee resolutions, which is the true objective of the banks. No 
action is prescribed on how the data can be used with onus completely on 
the Bank to make sense and act before its relevance is lost. 



Ethera came in as a one stop solution, consolidating near real time data 
from extensive verifiable sources and turning it to actions by tying them to a 
contextual digital journey, unique to each customer.

“The partner Bank had onboarded multiple vendors to source skip tracing 
data, but this wasn’t completely usable for digital outreach as the contact 

information was not from a verifiable or registered source. 50% of the 
portfolio still ended up being skip.”


How a top Indian Bank reduced customer skip, 
increased ROR of their recoveries portfolio by 3x and 

reimagined Collections with Ethera.



KEY DATA SOLUTION 
ELEMENTS

Ethera’s common data module deployed to create a sharper feature set with static and real time data to increase 

contactability

Credit bureauVehicle data

Telecom providersCourt cases/criminal records

Land registry

Digital IDs

GSTIN

Wallet

Driving licenseCommercial details

Ration cardPF & ESIC

and many more...

KEY DATA SOURCES

Data cleanser

deployed to automatically parse data to 
eliminate incorrect and duplicate 
contact/address information.

Real time deliverability

checked for customer mobile numbers 
and email address by pinging email 
and telecom providers.


Enrichment layer

ingested the cleansed data, appended 
alternate and bureau based data to 
enhance contactability and created 
linkages across multiple touch points.


AI hyper personalization

of digital strategies by consolidating 
data points, behavioral insights and 
payment behavior of each customer.



IMPACT

USER FLOW

103K
 87k 45K

Bank’s allocation data
 Initial base

AI Powered NegotiatorDigital Payments

Data Enrichment


Preferred Channel

Salary Insights


Real time triggers


Alternate Contact Info

Past Payment


Income Tax Data


Bank
 Data Cleansing


Invalid Contact Info

Gibberish Data


DNC/DND Accounts




Performance Comparison

103K
 57k 21K

Ethera checked real-time deliverability to find active 
contacts

Real time Deliverability

103K
 96k 62K 99K

Ethera performed data enrichment of active & valid 

contact information


Data Enrichment

Ethera cleansed the allocation data 
 Data Cleansing

103K
 81k 39K

Contactable base:  Bank v/s Ethera


Contactability %


55%

93%

Before Enrichment

After Enrichment

ROR:  Bank v/s Ethera


ROR %


0.20%

0.70%

Bank

Ethera

REQUEST A DEMO

https://www.creditas.in/ethera



